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A B S T R A C T

Background and Objective. The effective processing of biomedical images usually requires the interoper-
ability of diverse software tools that have different aims but are complementary. The goal of this work is to
develop a bridge to connect two of those tools: ImageJ, a program for image analysis in life sciences, and
OpenCV, a computer vision and machine learning library.

Methods. Based on a thorough analysis of ImageJ and OpenCV, we detected the features of these systems
that could be enhanced, and developed a library to combine both tools, taking advantage of the strengths of each
system. The library was implemented on top of the SciJava converter framework. We also provide a
methodology to use this library.

Results. We have developed the publicly available library IJ-OpenCV that can be employed to create
applications combining features from both ImageJ and OpenCV. From the perspective of ImageJ developers,
they can use IJ-OpenCV to easily create plugins that use any functionality provided by the OpenCV library and
explore different alternatives. From the perspective of OpenCV developers, this library provides a link to the
ImageJ graphical user interface and all its features to handle regions of interest.

Conclusions. The IJ-OpenCV library bridges the gap between ImageJ and OpenCV, allowing the connection
and the cooperation of these two systems.

1. Introduction

The analysis of images is instrumental in many life science fields
and, in particular, in biomedicine [1]. Currently, the datasets of bio-
images are growing exponentially, and due to the huge size of such
datasets, visual inspection and manual measurement of the images is a
time-consuming task that lacks sensitivity, accuracy, objectivity and
reproducibility [2]. Hence, researchers need to rely on automatic or
semi-automatic imaging techniques, provided by several software tools
[3].

Since there is not a unique tool that can tackle every single aspect
(acquisition, analysis, visualisation, and so on) of biomedical image
processing, different programs are required [3]. Due to this fact,
interoperability is emerging as an important issue [1,3–6], and the
bioimaging community is working on making feasible the collaboration
of some of the most popular packages [7,8]. Achieving such a
collaboration might be challenging, due to the diversity of the tools,
and requires a deep understanding and study of the involved technol-
ogies, and both a research and development effort. In this context, the
SciJava project [8] plays a key role in bringing together projects like

CellProfiler, ImageJ, Icy, KNIME, MiToBo, OMERO or MATLAB. The
work presented in this paper uses SciJava as a frame to construct a
bridge connecting two well-known free and open-source tools em-
ployed in bioimaging: ImageJ and OpenCV.

ImageJ [5] is an image-analysis tool that has been successfully
employed to deal with many problems in life sciences [9–12]. There are
several reasons for the success of this software: its easy-to-use inter-
face, the ability to easily extend its functionality by means of plugins,
the availability of plugins to solve a great variety of problems, and the
macro system that captures the users’ interactions allowing them to
automate and reproduce their workflows. ImageJ mainly features
image processing algorithms; however, it lacks other instrumental
tools in image processing such as computer vision and machine
learning methods. Hence, the development of ImageJ plugins that
require the latter kind of algorithms needs either the from-scratch
implementation of those methods or the connection with different
external libraries.

OpenCV [13] is a widespread computer vision and machine
learning library applied in a great variety of contexts, including life
sciences [14–16]. The power of OpenCV relies on the huge amount
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(more than 2500) of both classic and state-of-the-art computer vision
algorithms provided by this library. OpenCV supplies algorithms for:
image processing, feature detection, object detection, machine-learn-
ing, and video analysis. The major difficulties for employing OpenCV in
life sciences are its usability and interactivity: OpenCV neither provides
a by-default graphical interface or the functionality to interact with
regions of interest (ROIs). This means that it is necessary to code the
interaction with OpenCV, and this may be a problem for life scientists.

The aforementioned drawbacks of ImageJ and OpenCV could be
tackled by combining these two systems. Recently, two libraries [17,18]
have been developed allowing ImageJ users to take advantage of some
OpenCV features, but not the other way around. In this work, we have
developed a new free and open-source Java library called IJ-OpenCV1

that allows the communication of ImageJ and OpenCV in both
directions. This library brings to the table several benefits for both
communities:

• ImageJ users can employ the wide variety of computer vision and
machine learning algorithms available in OpenCV.

• ImageJ does not need to be connected with several third-party tools
to explore different alternatives; instead, OpenCV common inter-
faces can be used to easily explore different algorithms.

• OpenCV developers do not need to implement the functionality to
handle ROIs, but they can employ ImageJ's features for ROI
management.

• ImageJ simple-to-use interface can be employed to interact with
OpenCV programs, overcoming the lack of a by-default interface in
OpenCV.

• OpenCV programs can be distributed as ImageJ plugins making its
use and dissemination easier.

Therefore, it is our belief, that this bridge between systems can have
a positive impact in both ImageJ and OpenCV communities, and avoid
unnecessary duplications of efforts.

2. Methods

2.1. Implementation

IJ-OpenCV is a Java library that is built on top of the SciJava
project [8]. On a technical level, the SciJava core components are a set
of standard Java libraries for managing extensible applications.
Socially, the SciJava initiative aims to achieve the cooperation of
organisations, reuse code, and synergise wherever possible [8]. The
SciJava Common Library is the ground floor of the ImageJ software
[19].

SciJava provides a unified mechanism for defining plugins —

extensions that add new features or behaviour to the software [19].
In the interoperability context, we can highlight SciJava's converter
plugins that provide a general way of transforming data from one type
to another. New converter plugins can be developed to extend SciJava's
conversion capabilities, allowing objects of one type to be used as
module inputs of a different type, in cases where the two types are
conceptually analogous. An example of these converter plugins is
provided by the ImageJ-Matlab library [6] that allows the conversion
from ImageJ datasets to MATLAB matrices and viceversa. Similarly, an
image converter between ImageJ and the Insight ToolKit (ITK) [20]
greatly streamlines the use of ITK-based algorithms within ImageJ
[21].

The foundations of the IJ-OpenCV library are also SciJava's
converter plugins. Namely, we have defined two kinds of SciJava
converter plugins: image converters and ROI converters.

The image converter plugins provided by IJ-OpenCV enable the

conversion from ImageJ images and stacks of images, objects of the
ImagePlus class, to OpenCV images and arrays of OpenCV images,
implemented by the classes Mat and MatVector respectively, and
viceversa. These conversions use the third-party JavaCV library [22].

The ROI converter plugins allow the conversion between ImageJ
ROIs and OpenCV ROIs (the interested reader can consult the
complete list of converters in the project webpage). Namely, we have
defined plugins to convert from both a unique ROI and a list of ROIs of
the same type. The IJ-OpenCV library supports all the kinds of ROIs
available in OpenCV and the ones that are mostly used in ImageJ:
rectangles, circles, polygons, lines, ellipses, and points. It is also worth
mentioning that OpenCV sometimes uses different encodings to
represent the same kind of ROI. For instance, a point can be
represented as an object of the class Point, but also as an object of
the class Mat; therefore, we have defined different converters for those
cases. Another issue handled by these converters is whether the
conversion is actually possible; for instance, in ImageJ, circular ROIs
are represented by means of the class OvalRoi that allows the
encoding of ovals in general, and circles in particular; however,
OpenCV only works with circles; therefore, the converter in charge of
the conversion from OvalRoi to Circle includes the functionality to
check whether the instance of the OvalRoi class is an actual circle.

In the combining process achieved thanks to the converter plugins
of IJ-OpenCV, the major contribution is a set of tools that allow ImageJ
users (and respectively OpenCV users) to employ objects and results
obtained with OpenCV (and respectively ImageJ) using a representa-
tion that is well-known for them — since it is ImageJ's (or OpenCV's)
own representation. The main problems solved in this process were:
handling different encodings to define the converters, fixing the
necessary restrictions to avoid conversion problems, facilitating the
extensibility and usability of the library (solved by using the
Converter interface of SciJava), and making the library stable to
changes in ImageJ and OpenCV (solved by employing the APIs
provided by them).

2.2. Quality of the IJ-OpenCV library

In the development of the IJ-OpenCV library, we have taken into
account the different quality criteria of the ISO/IEC 25010 [23] for
software quality. These criteria include the following characteristics.

• Functionality. The IJ-OpenCV library provides the converters
between ImageJ and OpenCV images and ROIs; this is the primary
requirement to achieve the communication between these two
systems.

• Reliability. IJ-OpenCV relies on three libraries (ImageJ, OpenCV,
and SciJava Common) that have been employed and tested by large
communities. Moreover, we have increased the reliability of IJ-
OpenCV using the Java version of QuickCheck [24] to thoroughly
test the IJ-OpenCV library. In the future, we plan to apply formal
methods, as the ones applied in [25], to verify the complete
correctness of the library.

• Usability. The IJ-OpenCV library has been documented, and we
provide several examples explaining how to use it. Moreover, thanks
to the use of the interface for converter plugins provided by SciJava,
the user can easily learn how to employ IJ-OpenCV – all the
converters are used in the same way; and, therefore, it is easy to
infer from the examples and documentation how to use any of them.
Moreover, anyone coding a SciJava module [8] can annotate @
Parameter fields of the OpenCV types, and ImageJ images will be
auto-converted.

• Efficiency. The time complexity of the ROI converters is either
constant (in the case of individual ROIs) or lineal (in the case of lists
of ROIs); and, the time complexity of the image converters is lineal.

• Maintainability. Thanks to the use of converter plugins of the
SciJava Common library, the IJ-OpenCV library can be easily1 Available at https://github.com/joheras/IJ-OpenCV.
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changed and extended with new converters. Regarding the stability
of IJ-OpenCV, it has been implemented using the APIs provided by
ImageJ and OpenCV; hence, as long as those APIs are not modified,
IJ-OpenCV will keep working even if changes are made in the
internal representations employed in ImageJ and OpenCV.

• Portability. IJ-OpenCV can be easily installed by using the Maven
Central binary repository. Since, IJ-OpenCV is implemented in Java,
it is a platform independent library.

2.3. A methodology to use IJ-OpenCV

We finish this section by presenting a methodology to use the IJ-
OpenCV library in order to combine the features of OpenCV and
ImageJ — a suite of ImageJ plugins has been developed employing this
methodology, see the supplementary materials, and it can be easily
downloaded and installed in ImageJ using the ImageJ Updater [19].
We will particularise this methodology to a concrete example in the
next section.

Let us start by considering a common approach followed when
analysing images in life sciences [26–28]. That approach consists of
three steps: (1) the ROIs of the image are automatically detected
applying an image processing or computer vision algorithm; (2) the
ROIs are manually adjusted by the user; and finally, (3) measurements
are performed over those ROIs. In some cases, ImageJ will not be able
to carry out the first and third steps, and the same happens with
OpenCV for the second step. However, we could use IJ-OpenCV to
create a plugin, or more generally a program, that connects ImageJ and
OpenCV, and has the desired functionality. The workflow of such a
program could be summarised as follows:

1. The program takes as input an image loaded in the GUI of ImageJ.
2. The ImageJ image is transformed to an OpenCV image using the IJ-

OpenCV library.
3. Using OpenCV algorithms, the ROIs are detected on the OpenCV

image.
4. The OpenCV ROIs are transformed to ImageJ ROIs using the IJ-

OpenCV library, and added to the original ImageJ image.
5. The user adjusts the selected ImageJ ROIs using the ImageJ features

for managing ROIs.
6. The modified ImageJ ROIs are converted back to OpenCV ROIs

using the IJ-OpenCV library.
7. OpenCV algorithms are used to perform measurements over the

OpenCV ROIs.
8. The results are sent to ImageJ, and they are shown to the user using

its GUI.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, we present how the IJ-OpenCV library and the
methodology presented previously have been implemented in the
development of AntibiogramJ: a tool for analysing images from disk
diffusion tests [29]. Using this software as a running example, we
illustrate the benefits provided by IJ-OpenCV.

Disk diffusion testing, known as antibiogram, is widely applied in
microbiology to determine the antimicrobial susceptibility of micro-
organisms [30]. The measurement of the diameter of the zone of
growth inhibition of microorganisms around the antimicrobial disks
(see Fig. 1) in the antibiogram is frequently performed manually by
specialists using a ruler. The diameters of the inhibition zones are then
used to categorise the bacterial isolate as susceptible, intermediate or
resistant to each antimicrobial drug tested according to the clinical
breakpoints established by an international committee — there is also
the category “Not Available” when the clinical breakpoints do not
include the tested antibiogram. AntibiogramJ is a Java application,

built on top of ImageJ, that semi-automatises this reading process from
plate images by combining several features of ImageJ and OpenCV
thanks to the IJ-OpenCV library.

The process to read plate images in AntibiogramJ can be split into
the following phases: (P.0) load an image; (P.1) detect and crop the
plate from the image; (P.2) adjust brightness and contrast; (P.3) detect
the antimicrobial disks of the plate; (P.4) read the drug code written in
the antimicrobial disks; (P.5) detect and measure the diameter of the
zone of growth inhibition of microorganisms around the antimicrobial
disks; and (P.6) categorise the bacterial isolate as susceptible, inter-
mediate or resistant to each antimicrobial drug. It is worth mentioning
that the plate images in AntibiogramJ can be captured using any
camera device; hence, it is not sensible to use a fully automated process
(even if it could be applied) — due to the huge variability of the
captured images — and a semi-automated approach is more adequate.

In the aforementioned process, Phases (P.0), (P.2) and (P.5) have
been implemented directly using features of ImageJ; and Phase (P.6)
does not require image processing techniques; so, they will not be
longer discussed here. On the contrary, Phases (P.1), (P.3) and (P.4)
have required the combination of ImageJ and OpenCV.

Cropping the plate from the image, i.e. Phase (P.1), is a key pre-
processing step since it allows the user, and the algorithms, to focus on
the important part of the image. This functionality has been imple-
mented following the methodology presented in Section 2.3 as follows.
Steps S.1. and S.2. are common to all the programs following the
methodology; so, let us focus on the other steps. The plate of the image
(Step S.3.) is a circle (see Fig. 1) that can be detected using several
algorithms implemented in OpenCV like Hough circles [31] or active
contours [32]; in particular, we use Hough circles. However, the
precision of the detected ROI may not be sufficient, and the user
might need to manually correct such a region. Therefore, the OpenCV
circle is transformed to an OvalRoi object of ImageJ and added to the
original ImageJ image (Step S.4.). The OvalRoi object can be altered
using the ImageJ interface (Step S.5), and once the region has been
fixed, the user can crop the image using the ImageJ cropping
functionality. This workflow is depicted in Fig. 2.

This process to crop the plate from an image shows some of the
advantages of using IJ-OpenCV instead of only using OpenCV. The
OpenCV library is designed to carry out tasks fully automatically (e.g.
robotics [33] or quality control [34]); therefore, when OpenCV detects
ROIs in an image, those ROIs are fixed and cannot be modified by the
user. However, when analysing images in life science fields, it is
common to manually adjust the detected ROIs as in the above example.
Hence, if we implement Phase (P.1) only using OpenCV, we will need to
implement the management of ROIs in OpenCV, an arduous task.
Instead, we have combined OpenCV with ImageJ and used the
excellent ROI management features provided by the latter tool.

In addition, the implementation of this Phase (P.1) also exhibits
one of the benefits of using IJ-OpenCV instead of only using ImageJ.
The functionality to detect circles in an image using the Hough
transform for circles is not implemented in ImageJ; hence, the
ImageJ developer would need to implement such an algorithm. In this
case, the situation is not too problematic since there is an ImageJ
plugin [35] that implements the desired algorithm; unfortunately, this
is not always the case as we will show with the implementation of
Phases (P.3) and (P.4) of AntibiogramJ.

The implementation of both Phases (P.3) and (P.4) of AntibiogramJ can
be considered together, since they are closely related, and both follow the
methodology presented in Section 2.3. Since the image is already available
in AntibiogramJ from the previous steps, Steps S.1. and S.2. of the
methodology can be skipped. The antimicrobial disk of the image (Step
S.3.) are the white circles inside the plate (see Fig. 1), and they are detected
in AntibiogramJ thanks to the combination of several OpenCV algorithms
(including Gaussian blurring, change of color space from RGB to HSV, and
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adaptive thresholding). However, depending on the quality of the image,
some false positive and false negative antimicrobial disk might occur;
hence, the user might need to add or remove some antimicrobial disks. To
achieve this functionality, the list of circles detected by the OpenCV
algorithm is converted to a list of OvalRois and added to the ImageJ
image (Step S.4.). The list of OvalRois can be altered using ImageJ's ROI
manager (Step S.5). Once the list of antimicrobial disks have been fixed,

AntibiogramJ invokes OpenCV to read the code written in the disks. This
requires a conversion (Step S.6) from the list of OvalRois to a list of
OpenCV circles. Subsequently, the codes are read by using a matching
procedure that compares the disk against a database of disks using the ORB
binary descriptor implemented in OpenCV (Step S.7). Finally, the results
are shown to the user (Step S.8). The workflow of this process is provided
in the supplementary materials.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of AntibiogramJ. On the left, the image of a plate is shown with the diameter and category (Intermediate, Susceptible, Resistant, Not Available) associated with each
antimicrobial disk.

Fig. 2. Workflow to crop the plate from an image.
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This example shows several benefits of using the IJ-OpenCV library
instead of working only with ImageJ or OpenCV. First of all, some of
the algorithms employed in the procedure (e.g. the ORB binary
descriptor or the matching algorithm) are not available neither as a
standalone feature of ImageJ or as a third-party ImageJ plugin. In this
scenario, common in bioimaging problems that require computer
vision and machine learning techniques (see, for instance, [36–39]),
the ImageJ developer has two options: implement the computer vision
and machine learning methods, or manually exporting data from
ImageJ and importing them in a different program. Neither approach
is fully satisfactory. In the former, the developer might, sometimes,
“reinvent the wheel”; and, in the later, manually exporting and
importing data across programs is a tedious and error-prone task. A
more sensible alternative consists in connecting ImageJ with a library
that supplies the desired functionality, as we have done here; and
OpenCV is a good candidate since it provides a complete computer-
vision and machine-learning suite, avoiding the implementation of
standard algorithms and the manual exportation/importation of data
across programs.

Another improvement that is introduced in ImageJ by connecting it
with OpenCV, and that is shown with our running example, is related to
the exploration of different alternatives. For instance, there are several
algorithms for describing images using keypoint detectors (e.g. FAST,
Harris, GFTT, MSER, ORB, SIFT, SURF [40]), but they are not directly
implemented in ImageJ. Then, if an ImageJ user wants to analyse the
results obtained using different detectors, ImageJ should be connected
with several libraries and particularised for each one of them. On the
contrary, OpenCV provides a common interface for keypoint detectors,
and different algorithms can be tried by just changing the name of the
algorithm to use. Therefore, the connection of ImageJ and OpenCV
allows the developer to easily test different alternatives since OpenCV
offers a wide variety of classical and state-of-the-art algorithms that
share common representations across them. Hence, the task of trying
different alternatives is reduced to change a few lines of code; and, in
some cases, to just change a parameter of a method.

Due to the exponential growth, both in size and complexity, of
datasets of images, reproducing results on those datasets might be
difficult; especially, if it requires human corrections. However, manual
correction and analysis are sometimes necessary and inescapable. For
instance, adding and removing detected ROIs from an image is a
common issue in several problems of life sciences (e.g. in our running
example adding and removing antimicrobial disks, adding and remov-
ing bands from a DNA fingerprint image [26], or adding and removing
synapses [27]). However, as we have previously commented in the case
of cropping, OpenCV does not provide a by-default method to deal with
that problem. Hence, instead of reinventing the wheel several times,
OpenCV developers can use the IJ-OpenCV library and take advantage
of ImageJ's ROI manager, that provides a simple way to deal with this
problem.

Another place where OpenCV is improved thanks to the connection
with ImageJ is its usability. As we have previously mentioned, OpenCV
does not provide a by-default GUI, and developers are in charge of
creating special-purpose interfaces for final users. Developing good
GUIs is almost an art [41] because they must be easy-to-use and also
easy-to-learn — the creation of such interfaces is not a simple task at
all. The combination of OpenCV with ImageJ would solve this problem
since OpenCV developers could develop their programs as ImageJ
plugins and, then, use the GUI of this system (a well-known interface
for life scientists) without implementing a new interface from scratch.
Additionally, more special purpose interfaces can be built on top of
ImageJ once the connection with OpenCV is achieved — this is the
approach followed by AntibiogramJ.

As we have indicated in the Introduction, two other projects —

called CVForge [17] and IJToolsUsingOpenCV [18] — connecting
ImageJ and OpenCV were released almost at the same time that IJ-
OpenCV. IJToolsUsingOpenCV provides a suite of ImageJ plugins that

connects ImageJ with some of the algorithms implemented in OpenCV;
however, the connection between ImageJ and OpenCV is achieved
individually for each plugin, and there is not a generalisation (as in the
case of IJ-OpenCV converters) that allows developers to easily extra-
polate the approach followed by IJToolsUsingOpenCV. CVForge is an
ImageJ plugin implementing a simple interface that gives access to all
the methods of OpenCV. As IJ-OpenCV, the CVForge project provides
image converters, but, in contrast to IJ-OpenCV, it does not implement
ROI converters; hence, regions of interest detected by OpenCV algo-
rithms cannot be handled using the ROI management features of
ImageJ.

CVForge and IJToolsUsingOpenCV are focused on allowing ImageJ
users to employ some of the features of OpenCV, but not the other way
around. On the contrary, the IJ-OpenCV library provides the connec-
tion in both directions bringing several benefits to ImageJ and OpenCV
communities. Therefore, it is our belief that IJ-OpenCV is the most
complete library to connect these two systems.

4. Conclusions

IJ-OpenCV is a free and open-source library that allows the
collaboration of ImageJ and OpenCV. This library has been successfully
employed to construct a standalone application and several ImageJ
plugins proving the benefits of connecting ImageJ and OpenCV. From
our point of view, thanks to the communication provided by the IJ-
OpenCV library, and the methodology presented in this paper to
achieve it, the development efforts can be greatly reduced in both
ImageJ and OpenCV communities when developing new tools for
bioimaging.

As always when developing software, there is room for improve-
ment. As further work, we are planning to introduce several features of
the SciJava library in a future version of IJ-OpenCV. Namely, the suite
of plugins provided in the supplementary materials will be refactorized
as SciJava's Command plugins. Moreover, to achieve a greater exten-
sibility and interoperability with other systems, a future version of the
IJ-OpenCV library will employ the SciJava Convert Service to perform
the conversions.

Availability and requirements.

• Project name: IJ-OpenCV.

• Project home page: https://github.com/joheras/IJ-OpenCV

• Operating system(s): Platform independent.

• Programming language: Java.

• License: GNU GPL 3.0.

• Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None.

The project home page contains the installation instructions and
several plugins that have been developed using the IJ-OpenCV library.
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